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Visual 
Identity



VISUAL IDENTITY

Logo

PRIMARY LOGO LOGO ICON

PRIMARY HORIZONTAL LOGO

SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE BRANDING GUIDELINES

The “Bell” logo is the primary representation of the brand and is used as the main identifying device. Reinforcement of the 
primary identity will build equity at SCC. The “Bell” logo is iconic and distinct. It signals a consistent foundation 
maintaining brand equity while reinforcing brand leadership, confidence, and reliability.
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VISUAL IDENTITY

Logo Spacing

Full Logo Spacing

Southeastern Community College Branding Guidelines

The space surrounding the logo 
should always be equal to or 

greater than the "x" height. This 
applies to all sides of the logo.

Full Logo Spacing

When a logo icon is used on its own, 
the space surrounding it should 

always be equal to or greater than half 
of the "x" height of the entire icon. This 

applies to all sides of the icon.
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VISUAL IDENTITY

Additional Logos

Athletic Logo

Southeastern Community College Branding Guidelines

Presidential Seal Foundation Logo

The College Seal is reserved for 
official documents such as 

diplomas, transcripts, legally 
binding documents and materials 

issued by the Office of the President, 
including the Board of Trustees. The 

seal should only be used with 
permission from the President of 

SCC, or the Director of Marketing & 
Communications.

The use of athletic marks is 
exclusive to the Intercollegiate 
Athletics. They may be used in 

limited school-spirit instances, as 
approved by the Director of 

Marketing and Communications or 
the President. The new athletic 

logo is fierce, sharp, and 
identifiable.

The Foundation logo is unique to the 
SCC Foundation Office only.

Use of the logo is prohibited unless
permission or partnership with the 

SCC Foundation has been 
approved. 
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VISUAL IDENTITY

Southeastern Community College Branding Guidelines

Unit Logos
MULTI-TIER

Multi-tier logos are available for 
departments/divisions/student 
approved clubs.
Department-level logos add a 
second tier of hierarchy to the 
top-level logos.

They offer single and double line 
configurations. 

The hierarchy can change to 
prioritize the top level or 
department level, depending on 
the need. 

Under no circumstance should 
divisions/departments/clubs 
use a different logo that 
misrepresents the College. This 
allows the College to maintain a 
strong brand and allow clarity to 
students, internal, and external 
contacts.

EXAMPLE

PRIMARY LOGO - 3 lines

HORIZONTAL LOGO - 2 lines

Top or Division Level
Top or Department Level

Sub-Unit

Nursing & Healthcare Training
Health Technologies

Medical Laboratory Technology

Top or Division Level
Top or Department Level or sub-unit

Student Services
Office of Financial Aid
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VISUAL IDENTITYColors

Southeastern Community College Branding Guidelines

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Using color appropriately is one of the easiest ways to make sure our materials reflect a cohesive RAMS 
brand. Beyond our logo, color is the most recognizable aspect of our brand identity. Using color appropriately 
is one of the easiest ways to make sure our materials reflect a cohesive RAMS brand.

HEX #002d5d
R0 / G45 / B93
C100 / M85 / Y36 / K31
PANTONE 648C

HEX #ff6b00 
R255 / G107 / B0 
C0 / M71 / Y100 / K0 
PANTONE 1505C

HEX #bbbbbb 
R187 / G187 / B187 
C27 / M21 / Y22 / K0 
PANTONE Cool Gray 4C 

HEX #ffffff 
R255 / G255 / B255 
Y0 / Y0 / Y0 / K0 
PANTONE Bright White

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE

HEX #ccc4a7 
R204 / G196 / B167 
C21 / M18 / Y36 / K0 
PANTONE 454C 

HEX #005cb9 
R0 / G92 / B185 
C100 / M62 / Y7 / K0 
PANTONE 300C 

HEX #3cb4e5 
R60 / G180 / B229 
C65 / M10 / Y1 / K0 
PANTONE 298C

HEX #f8df8d 
R248 / G223 / B141 
C3 / M10 / Y53 / K0 
PANTONE 1205C
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VISUAL IDENTITYTypography

Southeastern Community College Branding Guidelines

POPPINS

When it is used thoughtfully, typography becomes a powerful brand tool that can add visual 
meaning to what we communicate. SCC's typography communicates clearly and cleanly 
and is flexible for a wide range of situations.

MERRIWEATHER WILD YOUTH

Aa Aa AaRegular
Bold
Extra Bold

Regular
Bold
Extra Bold

USAGE / NOTES USAGE / NOTES USAGE / NOTES

Main headlines
Body Text

Use this family the most

Subheadlines
Short blocks of content

Title case

Minimal usage
Accent only

1 short sentence or less

Body copy: Poppins Regular 10 pt, 14 pt leading - this is an example of best practices when 
using the SCC Branding Guidelines. All employees and representatives of SCC must use this.

HEADLINE EXAMPLE
Subheadline
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9SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE BRAND GUIDELINES 

Visuals
Image Crest
The logo crest can be used to 

contain images with certain 

elements breaking the edge.

Pattern Fills
Linear monotone geometric 

patterns can be used to fill 

areas with color.

Monotone Images
Branded monotone imagery 

can be used for backgrounds 

to promote focal points.

Pattern Elements
Geometric pattern elements 

can be used to add color and 

fill larger areas of white space.

Illustrative logos
Geometric pattern elements 

can be used to add color and 

fill larger areas of white space.

Student Photos
Promote smiling faces of 

students within their given 

field of study.



Brand 
Voice



SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE BRAND GUIDELINES 

The Heart of the Community
• Southeastern’s brand persona is a community servant who guides, leads and 

inspires the people who live in Columbus County and surrounding areas.

• The community doesn’t exist without SCC because SCC helps hold it together; 
no civic organization could replace it.

• SCC creates opportunities for people - when SCC’s involved, lives are changed.

• SCC ignites contagious success.

• SCC’s down to earth, relatable, empathetic, passionate, concerned and fair.

• SCC listens, makes everyone feel welcome and understood; but SCC’s also 
honest and holds people accountable so they can make progress.

• SCC fears missed opportunities, people in the community slipping through the 
cracks, being misperceived.

• SCC speaks with confident authority that’s trusted because SCC’s earned it – 
through the institutions education, track record with others and fulfilled 
commitment to the community.

SOUTHEASTERN’S BRAND PERSONA

Brand Persona
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• One-college model – rather than separating
our college into distinct tracks for short-term
training and degree seekers, we’re one-
college offering stackable credentials to make
students more marketable.

• We’re putting “technical” back in community 
college – everything we do is about
workforce development, so we’re focused
on providing the training and education
students need to get hired.

• We’re the heart of our community – as the
center of the third largest county in North
Carolina, we’re “the community’s college.”
Our students have grown up experiencing
programs here, so there’s already a familiarity
and a comfort with our campus.

• Big things are happening here – there’s
an excitement about what’s happening
here. We’re forward thinking with big vision
and big dreams for our college and that
energy is palpable and contagious.

• A sense of family – from very positive
student satisfaction surveys to happy,
engaged employees, we’ve worked
to create a sense of family here at
Southeastern.

UNDERSTANDING HOW SOUTHEASTERN 
IS DISTINCT AND SET APART FROM OTHER 
NORTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
WILL HELP YOUR TEAM SPEAK WITH YOUR 
BRAND VOICE, AS THEY’LL UNDERSTAND 
EXACTLY WHO YOU ARE. 

HERE’S HOW SOUTHEASTERN IS DIFFERENT

Broad

Fun

Affordable

Challenging

but customizable

and hardworking 

but not cheap

but not overwhelming 
or exasperating

ADDITIONAL NOTES

Differentiators
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THESE ARE THE INTANGIBLE BENEFITS SOUTHEASTERN 
AUDIENCES EXPERIENCE WHEN THEY WORK WITH YOU, 
AS WELL AS THE EVIDENCE OF THOSE BENEFITS.Brand Benefits

We invest in both our community and the students we 
serve on campus in ways that help everyone achieve 
more. Our community is healthier, happier and more 
equipped for the future because of the programs 
and services we offer. Our one-college model and 
personal approach to workforce development ensure 
that we’re investing in our students’ futures from the 
moment they enroll till they secure employment. 

Reasons to Believe:
• NC Works office on campus
• Every advising appointment is a career advising appointment
• Community programs / services
• Stackable credentials
• Specific investments – technology, nursing simulation, 

infrastructure, student activities and community involvement
on campus

We’re so much more than a school. We have a vision 
that goes well beyond conventional community college. 
And because we’re practical dreamers, we have the 
tools and resources to make that vision a reality.

Reasons to Believe:
Long and short term plans:
1. Grow SCC enrollment through existing college programs

and the development of new programs that support
student success and community job growth.

2. Increase SCC Foundation support for college programs
through gifts, donations and grants awarded

3. Improve college infrastructure that supports
existing programs, future programming
for student/community success.

4. Diversify our faculty and staff through intentional hiring
practices and professional development opportunities

5. Increase professional development by 25% for all employees

We invest in you…and you…and you

SENSE OF FAMILY • LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS • PERSONALIZED APPROACH TO EDUCATION • CAREER PREPAREDNESS • INCREDIBLE VALUE

An inspired vision

BENEFIT #1 BENEFIT #2

A D D I T I O N A L  I N T A N G I B L E S 
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Key Messages

A VISIONARY APPROACH

We’re constantly striving to innovate and 
evolve to reach this community and every 
person in it. Ultimately we want the value 
we offer to increase overtime, so we choose 
to think beyond today’s perception of 
community college to what Southeastern 
can be tomorrow and beyond. This means 
we aren’t confined to conventional thinking 
and can create the kind of college that will 
best serve our students and our community.

AS FAR AS YOU CAN GO

Our one-college model means that every 
student we work with has the opportunity 
to go as far as he or she can. We’re not 
limited by the silos of degree seeking or 
continuing education tracks. Instead we 
offer personalized career counseling to our 
students and craft individual paths that 
help them achieve their goals, whatever 
they are. That means students are heard, 
known and served in ways that change lives 
and impact our community.

COMMUNITY FIRST

Southeastern is the heart of this community, 
which is why our community is at the heart 
of everything we do. Our vision is to develop 
an educated workforce that ensures our 
community is a thriving place to live, work 
and play. We work towards this vision by 
offering meaningful programs and services 
to our community beyond the exceptional 
educational opportunities we offer our 
students. Our investments both on and off 
campus create a cycle of positive impact 
for this place we all call home.  
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Southeastern’s 
Brand Voice Is:
TRUSTWORTHY
We’re the heart of our community, serving residents of 
all ages for nearly 60 years. We speak with the voice of a 
trusted mentor, ready to use our experience and education 
to help anyone and everyone. 

FRIENDLY
We speak with a casual, professional, yet friendly tone 
– one that engages, relates and puts at ease. We’re
approachable and inviting in all our communications.

FRESH
While we speak with the authority we’ve earned in this 
community, there’s a fresh and fun tone to our voice that 
tells our audiences that we’re more than just the trusted 
institution they’ve come to know. We’re forward-thinking 
practical dreamers, with big plans for both our campus 
and community.

Professional

Local

Forward-thinking

Thoughtful

OUR TONE IS

Brand Voice

S traightforward

but not unapproachable

but not small town

but always aware of who we are and our history

and accountable

never overwhelming or complicated
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